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GreenStar’s dedicated professionals are committed to providing 
elite, reliable solutions for the most unique Melbourne homes and 
businesses. Every project we deliver offers you an equal balance of 
luxury and functionality so that you can enjoy the pinnacle of smarter 
living. We personalise indoor and outdoor living environments 
through integration of all the services you rely upon and according 
to your lifestyle with total simplicity – all beautifully incorporated into 
the interior and exterior design. We take pride in our world-class care 
of every customer and thrive on our award-winning homes, referrals 
and strong recommendations. Bring your plans and workshop ideas 
and we’ll bring your smart dream home to life.
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www.greenstartech.com.au

GreenStar Technologies are curators and specialists in bespoke 
smart home automation with 20+ years of experience. We are 
100% Australian and family-owned company based in Melbourne 
specialising in Smart Home Automation, Alarms System, CCTV, Hidden 
Technology, Lighting Control, Multi-room Audio, Blind & Curtain 
Control, TV & AV Integration. Step into the future of smart home living 
today with GreenStar Technologies’ all round solutions specialising in 
personalisation, design, installation and collaboration of technology for 
homeowners, electricians, builders, landscapers, architects, electrical 
service providers and commercial businesses.

Why Us?
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 » CCTV and Security
 » Keyless Entry (Acess Control)
 » Smart Intercom
 » Lighting Control
 » Motorised Blinds and Curtains
 » Window and Skylight Control
 » Custom Indoor/Outdoor Entertainment
 » Multi-Room Audio and Video
 » Pool and Spa Control
 » Heating and Cooling (HVAC)
 » Data and Wi-Fi
 » Solar Panels and Battery Storage
 » Hidden Technology 
 » Invisible Speakers / Pop Up TVs
 » Custom Scenes, Automation & Switches
 » Personalisation and Simplicity 

Our Solutions
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3
Our experts will collaborate with your builder, architect, electrician, 
contractor and even interior designer to meticulously tailor technological 
solutions that work for you, all in one holistic design. We pride ourselves 
in being Melbourne’s #1 Home Automation Specialist by sticking to a 
consistent and transparent process. This way you know exactly what to 
expect throughout the whole process. Contact us now and bring your 
smart dream home to life. Book a complimentary consultation at our Home 
and Lifestyle Experience Centre.

info@greenstartech.com.au / (03) 9813 8657

5 things you need to know before 
you build or renovate. 

A mistake many home owners, 
builders and designers make is 
that they overlook the intimate 
relationship the home lifestyle 
systems have with the overall 
construction. 

To build a contemporary home 
means more than just addressing 
the building envelope. Every 
building project now needs to have 
a Home Automation specialist 
to ensure the home design can 
fully embrace and evolve with the 
systems you will need to rely upon 
that will deliver all aspects of comfort 
adaption, being connected, being 
entertained and feeling safe and 
secure. 

By engaging with a Home 
Automaton specialist early, you can 
gain a greater understanding of 
solutions that will be the best fit for 
you, while taking your interior design 
aspirations into consideration. 
You will save time, secure the 
functionality you need to achieve, 
avoid costly variations that come 
from late planning, get better value 
for the systems you invest in and 
you will obtain a far more satisfying 
home the way you like to live.

Plan Early
1.

See for yourself! Discover 
and experience an up-
close-and-personal look 
at the most intuitive and 
innovative technologies 
when you visit our fully 
immersive Home & Lifestyle 
Experience Centre. There 
you can see and experience 
the most popular smart 
home user experiences and 
solutions all in one space. 
Discover first-hand smart 
home automation solutions 
where you can touch, 
experience and play with 
functioning installations.

Aim to see and learn about 
practical solutions that will 
achieve greater simplicity, 
offer more nuanced 
personalisation of the home 
and be a better fit into your 
interior environment.

Bring your plans and 
workshop ideas and we’ll 
bring your smart dream 
home to life.

Discover
2.

Our design consultants and technicians 
are certified experienced integrators, 
who are extremely passionate about 
every project. We will collaborate 
with you, your builder, contractor, 
architect or even interior designer 
to meticulously tailor technological 
solutions that work for you, all in one 
holistic design. Adopting a consultative 
approach, our team are here to help 
from start to finish to ensure all your 
needs and wants are delivered. 

It takes good collaboration to fully 
realise your vision for your home, 
the way you like to live and your 
interior and architectural ambitions 
of the project. Seek experience from a 
home automation company you feel 
comfortable with and find someone 
you trust to take that journey with you.  

An experienced home automation 
specialist will also be invaluable to the 
builder, architect and interior designer 
to deliver the project from a detailed 
brief they will have workshopped and 
developed with you. The best smart 
home projects are always the fruit of 
good collaboration, understanding and 
experience.

Collaborate
3.

When finalising 
solutions, look for a level 
of integration where 
systems work together 
for extra benefits. 
Like security that can 
activate welcome 
home lighting from 
your lighting control 
system, an intercom 
that can view all your 
cameras and control all 
your gates and security, 
a music system that 
integrates your TV audio 
or lighting that also 
controls your blinds 
from the same switches. 

These are just examples. 
Investing in integrated 
systems will deliver a 
better home to live in 
and provide longer term 
flexibility. Look for one 
consistent means of 
control. Don’t suffer with 
lots and lots of different 
apps and remotes!

Integrate
4.

Be sure to ask why 
recommendations are 
being made to you. 
Ensure you understand 
the control will be simple 
to use, how integration 
has been considered, how 
the solutions align with 
your specific needs and 
why the manufacturers 
proposed are being put 
forward.

You should expect a 
good home automation 
designer will have your 
interests at heart and will 
be discerning in the way 
they have approached 
the solutions for you. 

Ask Why?
5.
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A robust and high performing network is the foundation of every smart home. A fully 
functional and managed network and structured cabling system is required in any 
integrated home to meet the demands of all connected devices such as audio, visuals, 
controls and distribution systems.

A good contemporary home should expect to have a managed Wi-Fi solution that 
lets you roam with confidence, indoors and outdoors and between floors of the home. 
Your building should have a solid backbone of good Wi-Fi coverage and wired internet 
sharing for entertainment, home office and the multitudes of connected devices 
manufacturers are innovating for the home.

GreenStar will help you identify the technical solutions and smart wiring you will need 
to ensure the home will be open to deliver the functionality you need to achieve.

Australia has been trialling the next generation network for years, and it’s finally 
here, and we’re now seeing more and more 5G-capable devices. With Australia’s 
NBN and 5G internet connections now being introduced to homes, it’s even more 
important now than ever to plan your integrated home. With Wi-Fi access points 
around the home you can be assured of the fastest internet connection possible.  
We highly recommend a single centrally located equipment rack for the NBN, 
Data and Wi-Fi.

Be connected
W H O L E  H O M E  W I - F I

Network & Wi-Fi

Our network coverage extension devices can maximise 
your multi-storey home, in regional and rural as well as 
in-building coverage – giving you a clearer voice quality 
and more consistent data performance in more places.  
 
Like any mobile network, coverage on the Mobile Network 
depends on where you are, the mobile handset, tablet 
or mobile broadband device you’re using, and whether 
an external antenna can be attached. It’s important to 
understand that different devices have different capabilities.

Network coverage extension devices amplify the network 
signal your mobile device receives, which extends the 
area that your device can work in. These devices can help 
you connect to the Telstra Mobile Network from further 
away than normally possible, or in areas where signal may 
struggle to penetrate – such as indoors, in hilly or dense 
terrain and multiple floors.

Extend your coverage, 
improve your experience

M O B I L E  B O O S T E R
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H O M E  A U T O M A T I O N

Enjoy more adaptable 
living environments

Enjoy more responsive, personalised and transcendent living with a home 
automation system from GreenStar Technologies. A whole-home solution can 
create a seamless experience that enhances indoor and outdoor living - all 
beautifully integrated into the interior and exterior design. 

At GreenStar Technologies, we only partner with brands you know and trust. 
Control4 and Crestron are the leading home automation brands recognised 
world-wide.

With homes having more lifestyle technologies than ever before, a home 
automation design can simplify your life, make your home more liveable and 
help to save a lot of time. The best home automation solutions can easily handle 
everything from security cameras and intercoms through to TV rooms, Wi-Fi, 
music streaming, lighting, motorised blinds, heating and cooling to pool and 
spa controls. If you’re building or renovating your home, consolidating your 
lifestyle technologies and integrating them to work seamlessly together will 
make life easier and more enjoyable. 

13GREENSTAR
HOME AUTOMATION BROCHURE
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Control4 homeowners can enjoy personalised smart living 
experiences, perfect for any home — no matter the size or 
budget, new construction or decades old. 

There are times when you may want to make a tweak to 
your lighting schedules, music choices and security features. 
Once your smart home is set up by GreenStar Technologies 
you’ll have personalisation at your fingertips. With only a 
few clicks, tie a keypad button to a playlist, receive a push 
notification when your security system is triggered, and edit 
lights to come on at different times of the day or night.

Smarter Living 
Catered To Your 
Lifestyle

 » Whole-home

 » Smart Lighting

 » Home Security 

 » Intercom Anywhere

 » Home Theatre

 » Multi-Room Audio
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Crestron Home control systems are uniquely designed 
to unify disparate technologies to communicate with 
each other at any scale, resulting in effortless control of 
all your devices from one intuitive smart home platform. 
 
With Crestron Home, everything in the home is controlled 
with ease on one intelligent platform. Your home becomes 
more secure, comfortable and convenient. Your home 
should work for you, not the other way around.

Your In Control With 
Crestron Home

 » Smart Lighting

 » Thermostats

 » Door-locks & Alarms

 » Security & CCTV

 » Audio & Video

 » Gates & Garages

 » Keypads, Dimmers, Switches

 » Remote Control

 » Touch Screens

 » Shades / Motorised Blinds
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Looking to create better comfort and ambience 
in your home? GreenStar Technologies offers 
fully adaptable home lighting automation 
solutions that let you take control of rooms 
and enjoy the full convenience of whole home 
management. Whether you want to create 
mood lighting or easily turn off all the lights 
when you go out, we can provide a solution 
that meets your needs. 

Lighting is being used more and more 
often to complement architectural and 
interior design ideas in home design. Good 
lighting design gives you a transformed 
appreciation of colour, texture, proportion 
and space. It can also change the way 
you feel in that space, as humans are very 
receptive to changes in light.

Smart home lighting lets you set the feel 
and tone of any space for different times 
of the day, with one-touch scenes and 
individual circuit control when you need 
it. An open plan kitchen-living area may 
have one-touch scenes for arriving home, 
dining, TV watching and entertaining. 
Sensors may automatically activate 
dimming late at night when entering en-
suites or hallways, responding to you more 
naturally, or your outdoor pool terrace may 
have vibrant lighting before dinner and 
then more subdued lighting for drinks or 
a late night dip. Colour adjustable lighting 
can also provide highlights to vegetation, 
wall features and surfaces for beautiful and 
subtle transitions.

 » One keypad: Control multiple lights in 
multiple rooms, or even set an entire scene 
with pre-set lighting, music, temperature 
control and door locks.

 » Customisable: Switches, dimmers and 
keypads can be customised to match your 
decor.

 » Control & Access: The  smart lighting 
app on your phone, tabletop or in-wall 
touchscreens. Keep your home safe while 
you’re away with remote management 
capabilities.

 » Eco-friendly: Smart lighting helps you 
conserve energy and reduces your energy 
bills over time.

Create better comfort and ambience

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T I N G
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Effortlessly personalise whole home lighting in any room, outdoor space or open plan living area. 
Dimming adaption control lets you create the environment you desire for how you like to relax, 
entertain and get the day to day tasks done. It’s the essential component to your indoor / outdoor 
and interior design.

Reduce wall clutter and have more simplicity by incorporating blind control into your room lighting 
switch. Customisable engraved buttons ensure no more confusing light switches. One touch scenes 
allow for more effortless control of large open plan areas. Perhaps scenes for dining, TV watching 
and entertaining, or an ‘All-Off  Goodnight’ transition when you retire to bed. Smart sensors give you 
late night dimming paths to en-suites and hallways.

Transform the look 
and feel of your 
home with light

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T I N G

21GREENSTAR
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Multi-room audio allows you to create new experiences in any 
room of the home for working, relaxing or just for the pure delight 
music brings. You can browse and play music from the world’s 
music streaming services. Even the worlds internet radio.

By planning early, you can take advantage of recessed speaker 
solutions that give you all the benefits without taking away from 
your décor. For the enthusiast, you can implement the level of 
performance you desire customised to each room environment. 

For outdoor entertaining there are custom fit solutions for Alfresco 
areas and systems integrated into your landscaping and around 
the pool.  Link zones or control them independently. The beauty is 
the simplicity. Browse and play what you want, where you want at 
the appropriate volume.

The beauty is the simplicity

Any Song, Any Room
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M U L T I  R O O M  A U D I O  S Y S T E M

Listen to your favourite music 
anywhere with a multi room 
sound system
Listen to any song in any room and rediscover the pleasure music 
brings to the home with a multi room audio system from GreenStar 
Technologies. Having home sound systems in multiple rooms 
allows you to effortlessly access the world’s music and create better 
indoor and outdoor living experiences.

If you want to re-live the soundtrack of your life or simply listen 
to the radio while you complete household tasks, you can now 
browse, play and enjoy music and radio with ease thanks to music 
streaming services and the latest multi room sound systems.  
We can install discrete architectural speaker systems, even invisible 

speakers that let you enjoy the music you love without 

detracting from your decor. We can also implement multi 

indoor and outdoor area zoning for more personalisation 

of living environments around the home. Whether you’re 

entertaining or simply roaming through the house, areas 

can be linked with ease to create a unified soundscape at the 

appropriate volume. And for the discerning listener, we have 

reference solutions featured in the worlds premier recording 

studios where music is created to deliver your perfect listening 

room.
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Video distribution allows you to share content 
to any TV. If you love Foxtel, Apple TV or 4K 
Blu-ray, you can now share multiple devices to 
any TV in the home. Video distribution allows 
centralised content and will minimise the need 
for entertainment cabinets in each room to 
house devices. You can enjoy minimalistic TV fit-
outs without all the gadgets taking up space in 
the room and saves on expensive joinery costs. 
For the security conscious, you can also access 
your security cameras on your TV’s.

From simple entertainment rooms, open plan 
living and dedicated theatres, home automation 
allows you to create stunning rooms without the 
clutter and with total simplicity.

Watch anything 
anywhere

With good planning, you can create the perfect 
environment for entertaining in harmony with 
your interior design ambitions. Home Automation 
offers perfect simplicity. 

Imagine one remote for the room that effortlessly 
controls the concealed entertainment, lighting, 
blinds, heating and cooling. Your music and TV 
entertainment content is all at your fingertips. 

The speakers you use for music enhance your 
TV viewing sound. Motorisation can allow TV’s to 
drop down from the ceiling such as in bedrooms 
through to having a fully discrete home theatre in 
your living room where the hidden projector and 
screen appear with the touch of a button making 
the most of your favourite room in the house. And 
when you’re finished, a ‘room off’ button hides it 
all away for you and turns off the devices.

Entertainment 
rooms
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H O M E  T H E A T R E

B E N E F I T S

Content on demand allows you to re-imagine the idea of being 
entertained in the home. Home theatre rooms are now becoming 
more multi-functional, necessitating greater design consideration 
to take full advantage of the entertainment solutions that deliver 
your desired living environment and lifestyle experience.

If you love choice in your movies, documentaries and TV shows, 
how do you get everything connected to make this possible? 
Homes now need robust and fully integrated entertainment, 
data and Wi-Fi solutions to make this all possible – solutions that 
GreenStar Technologies can provide.

Does your TV room have more remotes than ever before? We 
incorporate for you a home theatre setup that lets you control 
your entire entertainment system and room with a single intuitive 
remote. Even blinds, lighting, music, cameras, heating and cooling 
can be controlled for maximum comfort and convenience.

We can also assist with comprehensive home theatre design  for 
the perfect discrete custom fit into your open plan living, as well 
as tailored solutions for ultimate realism in your dedicated cinema 
room.

Experience Movies  
If you love Foxtel, we can help you access and share one or multiple 
boxes to any TV in the home. We can also help you hide your TVs 
and devices away so you can be freer and more creative when it 
comes to your decor, with our solutions including invisible speaker 
systems that take your viewing experience to another level.

 » Acoustics and levels

 » Premium seating

 » Projectors and screen sizes

 » Heating and cooling

 » Equipment location

 » High performance speakers 

 » Invisible speakers (Ceiling & In-wall)

 » Hidden Technology (Drop down projectors & screens)

 » LED backlight display for artwork and photographs

 » Automated lighting & dimmers 

 » Touchscreens (Access control) 

More Options One Remote Custom Fitted
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Out of sight, but not 
out of mind!
Award-Winning cutting edge innovative hidden technology 
like pop up televisions and stealth invisible speakers can 
elevate living experiences to whole new heights. Designed 
to withstand the elements, our exceptional outdoor 
surround sound system, weatherproof and anti-glare pop-
up televisions allow you to encapsulate the romantic charm 
of outdoor movies without leaving the confines of your 
residence. Our hidden outdoor entertainment AV system can 
fully integrate into your existing architectural design leaving 
no visual footprint. 

 » Flat screens can smoothly and quietly lower from your 
ceiling or hideaway into custom-made credenzas, artwork, or 
other décor.

 » TVs can also be installed horizontally, then swing down 
for vertical viewing at the tap of a finger, depending on the 
unique needs you have in your home

 » Horizontal sliders from behind fire places or even pop up 
TV’s from cabinetry or floors.

 » Hidden speaker grilles can be painted, plastered, or 
wallpapered to offer a nearly limitless audio experience in 
every room.

H I D D E N  T E C H N O L O G Y
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I N V I S I B L E  S P E A K E R S

Award-Winning Technology
Out Of Sight - But Not Out Of Mind! 
GreenStar Technologies Invisible Speakers are 
the ultimate expression in architectural audio. 
Installed into the wall or ceiling and then 
finished over with the surrounding surface, 
they don’t just blend into the wall or ceiling, 
they become part of it. Invisible audio delivers 
ambient music that emanates throughout 
the space with no visual footprint. They can 
be found in luxury residences, art galleries, 
museums, restaurants and premier retail 
boutiques. They are also used exclusively 
world-wide by Louis Vuitton, Prada, Gucci, Miu 
Miu, Fendi and Dior!

B E N E F I T S Invisible High-Performance Audio Entire Home

In-wall and in-ceiling architectural speakers are 
another solution that you can incorporate for 
the ultimate hidden technology experience in 
your home. Speaker grilles can even be painted, 
plastered, or wallpapered to offer a nearly limitless 
audio experience in every room of your home. In 
the kitchen and dining areas where counterspace 
is at a premium, invisible stealth speakers offer 
the perfect solution for ambient music that 
floats through your living areas with no visual 
footprint. The ambience of your whole home can 
completely transform with hidden audio and 
video technologies. 

Camouflaged invisible speakers and sub-
woofers will blend perfectly into your 
home design while a custom soundbar 
pairs with your outdoor TV. Customised 
speaker installations flow seamlessly with 
your exterior furnishings, merging with 
your décor by mounting loudspeakers 
under eaves and installing satellite 
speakers and sub-woofers throughout 
your living area inconspicuously. You’ll 
have a encompassing quality sound 
experience you and your guests can 
enjoy no matter where you are located in 
your home.
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Home lifestyle solves this space beautifully for you.  
With just one control you can adapt your lighting 
for dining or a late-night dip in the pool, schedule 
and control water features, control the pool and spa 
equipment, adjust the over-head heaters or sweep fans 
in the alfresco area, adjust shading systems and of course 
give you full control of the music and TV entertainment 
you desire. When entertaining with friends, an ‘Intercom 
Anywhere’ solution combined with controlled gates and 
doors allows you to remotely welcome your guests and 
give them access to off street parking and the secure 
pedestrian gate with ease from your smartphone. 

‘Outdoor’ is the new 
must-have living room

O U T D O O R  L I V I N G
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GreenStar Technologies’ innovative home automation solutions can 
elevate your outdoor living experience to whole new heights, keeping 
every corner of your property connected and accessible. This technology 
extends far beyond simple lighting control, with everything from smart 
irrigation systems, motion sensors, keyless gates, and pool control, to 
sound and visual entertainment systems, all available at the touch of a 
button.

Our whole-home solutions allow you to tailor your outdoor area to your 
specific requirements and extended wireless access points keep every 
component of your home connected and easily accessible on any 
device. GreenStar Technologies multi-zoning capabilities allow you to 
control specific areas in your home at any given time and the company’s 
vast portfolio of solutions, including motorised alfresco shades, hidden 
technology – such as pop up televisions and stealth invisible speakers 
– automated heating and cooling, and even smart fireplaces, let you 
control and set the mood from anywhere in the world with your 
smartphone.

Designed to withstand the elements, our range of exceptional outdoor 
sound systems, weatherproof and anti-glare televisions allow you to 
encapsulate the romantic charm of outdoor movies without leaving 
the confines of your residence. For example, GreenStar Technologies’ 
outdoor AV system can fully integrate into your existing landscaping 
design, which will make listening to your favourite performers as simple 
as one touch.

An Entertainers Paradise
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No dream Aussie backyard would be complete without a 
pool. A pool area is the heart of the Aussie backyard dream, 
the perfect hot summer entertainer for family and friends. 
Add a new level of convenience and luxury by connecting 
your indoor and outdoor living spaces with integrated smart 
home automation. Advancements in technology have paved 
the way for a plethora of automation options that allow you 
to live your life outdoors in comfort and luxury. An outdoor 
entertainment system takes all of your favourite indoor 
activities to your own backyard and garden spaces with more 
practical products, such as automated motorised blinds that 
can operate dependent on the weather conditions, to the 
fun stuff like outdoor

TV’s, speakers and lights that can all be operated without 
leaving your seat. This technology can also play a role 
in keeping your backyard functional year-round, with 
retractable awnings that can shelter you from Melbourne’s 
famously unpredictable weather to exceptional outdoor 
surround sound systems that are designed to withstand 
the elements. Scheduled smart home automation can turn 
your home into a resort-style luxury sanctuary, creating the 
ultimate getaway from the bustle of everyday life.

World Class Resort 
Style Living

P O O L  A N D  S P A
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Looking to upgrade your smart home experience? 

Whether it’s an immersive home theater room, a comprehensive security 
system, multi-room audio and video, or whole home lighting, the Control4  
Smart Home OS can automate, enhance, unify the technology in your home.

A SMARTER 
REMOTE FOR THE 
SMARTEST HOMES

Homes have so many services now. Good 
home automation is about bringing all the 
services that you depend upon into one 
elegant and unified control. When these 
systems work together, you gain so much 
more than the sum of the parts. Simplicity 
is delivered via a consistent user control 
which functions the same for example 
as a centralised touchscreen or on your 
smartphone. 

Working complementary with these controls 
are the dedicated controls you can expect 
in each room such as the intelligent lights 
switches or smart entertainment remotes.  
The end result is a home that is more 
responsive, comfortable, entertaining and 
safe and secure. A home that fits perfectly in 
with your vision for your home and the way 
you like to live.

Bringing all the services that 
you depend upon into one 
elegant and unified control.

One Remote  
For Everything
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C C T V  A N D  S E C U R I T Y

Protect Your Home With  
Brands You Know And Trust

Live cameras can add ease and convenience to your everyday 

life,  view real-time footage from outside security cameras as you 

release gates and doors for visitors.  For deliveries when you’re 

away from home, access your cameras live feed to assist with 

delivery arrangements. When integrated with your keyless access 

controlled gates, a driveway security camera allows you to view the 

delivery, remotely release the gate, and ensure the gate is closed 

when the driver leaves.

Cameras enhance your security and assists your day to day living. 

Ask one of our consultants for advice on the best cameras in 

Australia designed and catered to your needs. 

GreenStar Technologies security solutions allows you to view your 

live cameras via touchscreens, controlled TV rooms remotes and 

smartphones. View recordings via a smartphone app or via PC with 

stored recording. Our CCTV system can integrate with your intercom 

and gate control to assist movement through your property for guests 

and service providers.

Made in Australian by Australians has never been so important. With 45 

years of proven quality and reliability, GreenStar Technologies security 

solution manufacturers are award-winning Australian-designed 

home automation and security systems. At GreenStar Technologies 

we provide a large selection of alarm systems and security devices to 

suit your bespoke home or business.

B E N E F I T S More Convenient Entire Home Custom FittedMore Options
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K E Y L E S S  E N T R Y  &  I N T E R C O M

Stay Connected To Your Home

Whether you’re home or away, with smart Access Control you can 

monitor and communicate with your smart home right from your 

smart phone and touchscreens. Greet guests and allow them to 

enter if you are running late, observe and communicate with anyone 

who approaches your front door. With GreenStar Technologies smart 

keyless access control, you’ll have peace of mind in the palm of your 

hand.

When your mobile device is part of the smart home experience, you’ll 

always know who’s at the door. From wherever you are, quickly tap a 

custom button within the app, such as “Delivery”, to disarm the alarm, 

turn on the light, and unlock the door. Once that important package 

is placed safely inside, another tap secures the house once again.

B E N E F I T S More Convenient Entire Home Smart AccessControl & Monitor

When someone rings the video doorbell, crisp, clear video will display on 

touchscreens throughout the house as well as your mobile device. Then 

you can choose to accept and communicate, press ignore to send them 

packing, or, unlike other video doorbells, you can also unlock the door for 

them, turn on the entryway lights, and lock the door back up once they’re 

inside.

Designed to give homeowners more control over their homes. Keyless 

access can be defined in multiple ways including the use of a code 

entered into the keypad (positioned on the door lock), scanning an access 

card, utilising a fingerprint scan or via a remote control.  Eliminate the 

risk and increase your homes security. Add ease and convenience to your 

lifestyle today and contact one of our consultants for bespoke options that 

will suit you and your home.
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S O L A R  P A N E L S

Reduce Your Energy Costs, Increase 
Sustainability And Power Your Home
The experts at GreenStar Technologies have the experience and knowledge in installation of Solar PV panels to retro-fit a suitable solar power 

system to your home or business. We can provide you with a guaranteed solar power system that will reduce your power costs for decades to 

come.

Consideration of energy usage is paramount these days and the planning of space for both solar panel and storage is something to consider. 

With the use of some devices we can see what’s coming into the solar system and select which devices are priorities with the solar energy 

produced. 

Whether you want to go completely solar and disconnect from the grid, or you’d like to install a grid-tied system, either option will save you 

money in the long run. Best of all, you’ll be doing your part to reduce your dependence on fossil fuels. 

B E N E F I T S More Convenient Entire Home Smart AccessControl & Monitor
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Tesla Powerwall  
Power Everything
Powerwall reduces your reliance on the grid by storing 
your solar energy for use when the sun isn’t shining. Use 
Powerwall alone or combine it with other Tesla products 
to save money, reduce your carbon footprint and prepare 
your home for power outages. Powerwall is a battery that 
stores energy, detects outages and automatically becomes 
your home’s energy source when the grid goes down. 
Unlike generators, Powerwall keeps your lights on and 
phones charged without upkeep, fuel or noise. Pair with 
solar and recharge with sunlight to keep your appliances 
running for days. 

 » Use stored energy to power your home during an 
outage

 » Keep appliances running without interruption

 » Customise settings for personalised savings

 » 24/7 stay connected with instant alerts before severe 
weather

 » Modern and compact design, versatile for mounting 
options indoor and outdoor

 » Recharge with clean energy when paired with solar

 » Monitor and optismise with the Tesla app

T E S L A  B A T T E R Y
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Made In Australia,  
By Australians
This high-tech power storage system has proven its value 
in thousands of households and businesses – everyday. The 
combination of a PV system and a sonnenBatterie will allow 
you to cover about 80% of your yearly energy requirement 
with self-produced and clean energy. Sonnen is the top quality 
energy storage brand in the market. By purchasing one of 
these products through us you’ll enjoy the battery storage 
solution with the highest reliability, standards and warranty of 
the market. One of the most attractive factors about choosing 
a PV system with a sonnenBatterie is that there will never be 
a compatibility issue between your battery and the inverter 
model since it is a complete integrated solution.

Power at your fingertips (sonnenPortal, App Store, Google Play). 
The Sonnen portal puts more control in your hands. Get to 
understand your power consumption better by monitoring the 
electricity your panels are producing, your households energy 
consumption and what your exporting back into the grid. 

Power your lifestyle with a safe, clean, and reliable home energy 
solution with Sonnen. Protect your home from electricity 
price increases and store energy for when you need it most. 
GreenStar Technologies smart and safe home energy storage 
solution store power in your home in the day through till the 
evening and even during grid outages. For clean and healthy 
living, our Australian-made solutions include a market-leading 
warranty, local technical support and customer service, and 
seamless integration with your solar system.

S O N N E N  B A T T E R Y
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The time is know to start planning your 
home with electric car chargers, with 
most car manufacturers around the world 
having electric cars it won’t be long until 
we see them more and more in our daily 
lives. Charging stations, single phase and 
multiphase; there is a bit to understand 
but worth the exercise

Electric Cars
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Know instantly if you have 
a problem and if your 

system is running properly. 
Receive automatic alerts 

when something is broken 
or leaking. (Hydrawise can 
detect value solenoid and 

wiring issues) Take the 
mystery out with reporting, 

you can see how much water 
you’ve used and how much 

water you’ve saved.

You will be able to control 
your irrigation in all zones 

from within the home 
on your touchscreen or 

with smartphone control 
when at home or away. A 

smart automated irrigation 
controller has a built-in water 

saving features including 
a sensor to adjust to the 

optimal sprinkler run time 
base on the local weather 

conditions.

Our system help to provide a healthy, 
beautiful landscape while reducing 
water use. This not only saves water, 

but also reduces costs over time. 
There’s an app for that, and we find that 

the gardener likes to be in control 
of the watering system. There are 

plenty of options with systems 
and then you can add them back 
into your main control system too. 
So it becomes part of your home  

automation system.

Energy & Cost EfficientControl & Monitor Built-In Timer

Collaborating with your landscapers, GreenStar 
Technologies Irrigation System can integrate with 
Hunter Hydrawise HC or HC-Pro Wi-Fi model 
Irrigation Controller (this is to be provided by 
your Irrigation Provider). Sit back and relax. With 
GreenStars Irrigation System, everything you need 
is in the palm of your hand. Remote access allows 
you to view, manage and monitor your irrigation 
controller from your touchscreens, phone, tablet or 
even computer at your convenience.

Landscape, Lights 
And Sprinklers

I R R I G A T I O N  C O N T R O L
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Motorised openable windows allow you to 
control the environment by opening when the 
temperature in the room increases, allowing 
fresh air into the room, scheduling open and 
close times.

Sky lights and blinds enable you to control 
these practical everyday solutions.

Ceiling fans can also be controlled through 
a local switch, scheduled on or off and be 
controlled through a whole home solution.

Our integration supports all of the existing 
brands of VRF / VRF such as Daikin, Mitsubishi, 
Toshiba, Fujitsu, LG, Hitachi, Gree and many 
others with one hardware platform.

Personalise the 
level of comfort in 
any room

C O M F O R T  A D A P T I O N
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Live in comfort and launch customised scenarios from a smartphone 
or tablet anywhere. Blinds will automatically close creating optimum 
lighting, which can also be controlled via light switches, touchscreens 
and smartphones. Set the security system to automatically close blinds 
to protect the security of the home and UV rays on furniture while 
minimising  the temperature change.  

With innovative control of motorised blinds / curtains from GreenStar 
Technologies, we can provide a range of simple solutions for motorised 
blinds, curtains and external shades, making large rooms and extensive 
home installations easier to manage.

Many homes have large expanses of windows in open plan areas, 
requiring multiple blind motors to be controlled. Stand-alone blind 
control solutions typically use wireless remotes that can be easily lost, 
or require non-matching wall controls that create unsightly ‘wall acne’. 
With innovative control of smart blinds by a smart home system, you 
can say goodbye to remotes and ugly wall switches. Options include 
consolidating your room lighting control and smart home window 
blinds into one switch as you enter a room. We can even enable control 
of your bedroom blinds from your reading light switch!

How automated blinds 
can benefit your home

M O T O R I S E D  S M A R T  B L I N D S

Images supplied by SOM Blinds -  www.somblinds.com.au
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A U T O M A T E  T E M P E R A T U R E  C O N T R O L

Smarter, more convenient 
heating and cooling control

Manage your home more effortlessly with 
greater choice in heating and cooling 
control. Enjoy more intuitive control locally 
or centrally manage all your rooms with 
touchscreen, smartphone and TV menu 
control. Even remotely activate your heating 
and cooling before you get home.

The problem with just stand-alone heating 
and cooling control is that it’s often fixed to 
the rooms where you may not spend a lot 
of time. You can easily lose track of what’s 
running, and in a large home, it becomes 
even more of a challenge to manage your 
overall heating and cooling. Heating and 
cooling is usually your biggest energy cost, so 

you want to be sure you’re getting the most 
value and best efficiency.

New innovations in smart home controls now 
allow you to distribute your control with a smart 
home automation thermostat integration 
solution. For example, a touchscreen in the 
kitchen can provide you with full control of all 
of your zones, or your wireless entertainment 
system control or special on-screen TV display 
can control heating and cooling devices and 
even turn off unused rooms. You can even control 
your heating and cooling from your smartphone, 
so when you arrive the house is already nice and 
cool on a hot summer’s day. How does that 
sound?

B E N E F I T S Better Comfort More Convenient Entire Home

With integration of all the larger brands 
of VR Air Conditioning systems it’s easy 
to incorporated your AC into your home 
automation system. The benefit of this 
are the control system can then be 
scheduled to turn on with temperature 
settings within the home. Close blinds 
automatically to save on your heating 
and cooling costs.

Our integration supports all of the 
existing and well known brands of 
VRF / VRF such as Daikin, Mitsubishi, 
Toshiba, Fujitsu, Samsung, LG, Hitachi,  
Gree and many others brands with one  
hardware platform.
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F L A M E L E S S  F I R E P L A C E

Award-Wining 
Smart Fireplace

B E N E F I T S Better Comfort More Convenient Entire Home

Escea is Australia’s leading brand of luxury 
world-class indoor and outdoor fireplaces 
suitable for any Australian home. Highly 
efficient, innovative and beautiful, Escea gas 
and wood fireplaces are made for busy lives 
and modern homes with complete design 
freedom. Escea fireplaces are smart technology 
that can be controlled via touchscreens and 
your smartphones.

 » Precise Control & Monitoring 

Monitors the temperature of the room and 
adjust accordingly based on the requested 
room temperature. The fireplace automatically 
modifies the heat output and air fan to make 
sure there is no energy wasted – all while 
staying whisper-quiet.

 » Sealed Design 
Escea indoor fireplace are designed 
with a glass front power flueing. 
This makes them airtight which can 
increase heat efficiency and can keep 
your home safe from fumes.

 » Fireplace Anywhere
Escea’s flexible flues can run up, down 
or even sideways for complete design 
freedom. Customise the look of your 
smart fireplace by choosing between 
a vartiety of different fuel beds and 
frames.

 » Control Anywhere
Control and access your fireplace’s 
precise setting and temperature from 
anywhere, anytime with your homes 
touchscreen controls, remote control 
or even smartphone. The Escea Smart 
Heating System is usually compatible 
with most home existing automation 
systems.

 » Heat Ducting Technology 
Captures up to 90% of the available 
heat and carries it throughout the 
house via ceilings and floor vents. 
The ducting technology allows you to 
provide heat to different living spaces 
in your home.

Custom Fitted
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...Testimonials

DIY SUPPORT APP

The quick help you need is just a tap away 
with our DIY support app that covers tips 
and tricks for basic technology hiccups.

T H E  G R E E N S T A R  T E C H N O L O G I E S ’  D I F F E R E N C E

PRIORITY SCHEDULING

Enjoy the luxury of priority service with same 
or next-day scheduling for faster support 
and peace of mind.

PREVENTATIVE SYSTEM MONITORING

Our Melbourne-based remote monitoring 
staff ensures your home automation system 
is always running smoothly and resolves 
potential problems before they happen.

ANNUAL TECH REVIEWS

We audit and maintain your technology through 
an annual on-site check up to proactively resolve 
issues and ensure a reliable system.

ANNUAL SYSTEM UPDATES

Rest assured that the performance, stability and 
efficiency of your system is always up to date 
and void of potential security flaws.

SUPPORT

Our team are always here for you. We make sure 
you receive the best care and support around 
the clock.

G R E E N S T A R  T E C H N O L O G I E S  A F T E R C A R E 

We’re still here for you and offering you more with our AfterCare Support. 
For more information, contact our team today to discuss which options are 
best tailored to your needs. Info@greenstartech.com.au / (03) 9813 8657 
o@greenstartech.com.au / (03) 9813 8657

Silver Concierge Gold Concierge Platinum Concierge

 » 4Sight subscription for Control 4 remote access

 » Installation of hardware, managed by GreenStar online support (in house)

 and client app to note issues during business hours only

 » Wi-Fi management system 

 » Two , three or four x 4-hour onsite visits per year, 

 for minor adjustments where required

 » Update of all new firmware for installed systems

 » Hardware maintenance including rack clean and check

 » Wi-Fi channel performance check

 » Camera clean and recordings performance check

 » Discount on call outs (Next available / priority / next day scheduled time)

Thank you to Marc and the Greenstar team 

for automating our home. Everything can 

be achieved by the touch of a button. The 

team was always available to answer our 

questions were very accommodating.”

- Lan T. (Toorak)

“Marc, I am very impressed with the speed and quality of the 

workmanship your team were professional and polite at all times 

and worked in a safe manner. The system you proposed has 

delivered exactly what we wanted. Basically I am a very happy 

customer who would not hesitate to recommend your company.”

- Scott (Dandenong South)

“After discussing my project at Greenstar, I became aware 

of the in depth knowledge with, Lighting Control, Security, 

CCTV, Networking, WiFi, Multiroom Audio, Control 4 and 

the fact they can work with my electrician and explain 

things because they are electricians themselves.”

- Lisa (Malvern)

“The Showroom experience was a 

standout for me they showed me what 

was possible, without any pressure, they 

were happy to share what they knew and 

I have now signed up for my new home.”

- Tony (Mt. Eliza)
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Experience an up-close-and-personal look at 
the most intuitive and innovative technologies 
when you visit our fully immersive Melbourne 
showroom. There you can see and experience 
the most popular smart home user experiences 
and solutions all in one space. Discover first-
hand smart home automation solutions where 
you can touch, experience and play. Bring your 
plans and workshop ideas and we’ll bring your 
dream smart home to life. Start your smart 
home discovery now.

Come and see our Home  
& Lifestyle Experience Centre.

Want to know more?

1174 Glen Huntly Road, 
Glen Huntly VIC 3163.

(03) 9813 8657  
Available by appointment only*
Info@greenstartech.com.au 
greenstartech.com.au


